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        Men's Chelsea Boot
Fans of the Primal Zen, get ready to throw a party because our Chelsea features the same outsole you know and love, meaning this boot ticks all the right boxes: super lightweight, zero-drop, and ultra wide. 

 

  
      Regular price
      
        $150
      
    

    
        Regular price
        
          
            
              $150.00
            
          
        Sale price
      
        $150
      
    

    
      Unit price
      
        
        /
         per 
        
        
      
    
  

    
      Sale
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Rated 4.9 out of 5 stars

74 Reviews
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              Men's Chelsea Boot Waterproof

              In Espresso & Obsidian
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    Product Details 
  


  


    










Dreaming of cozying up by the fire in a secluded cabin? Or perhaps you’ve got a day packed with errands, a dog walk, and meeting friends for drinks? These Chelsea boots have got you covered!

From fall through the last throes of winter, these boots will be your trusty companions. Built on the same outsole as our beloved Primal Zen, you can expect the same zero-drop, lightweight, and ultra wide fit. 

In fact, these boots are so wide…

How wide are they, you ask? Go ahead, bust out those cute chunky socks on bitter Winter days because these boots are designed to accommodate both your feet and those thick socks. These are one of our widest models for that very reason. The whole goal is to keep the feet cozy and comfy, right?

In addition to serving dutifully as on-the-go foot warmers, this boot can be dressed up or down, worn to the office, bar, or trail. The Cedar colorway boasts an incredibly soft suede upper with elastic sides, making this boot highly comfortable, yet functional. Just pull them on and go!




  
  
  
  
  
    FIT + Sizing 
  


  


    
      



We find that the Chelsea Boot fits true to size, so you can order your normal US size. This is a unisex shoe, so the width is the same for both men's and women's.
As with all Lems shoes, if you need more volume inside the shoe or increased ground contact, you can remove the insole. If you have any questions, feel free to contact our customer service team at support@lemsshoes.com.




Sizing & Specs

    
  
  
  
  
  
    
      Specs 
  


  


      
        
	Waterproofing: None
	Last: Lems WIDEST Natural-Shape™ Last
	Upper: Suede & elastic
	Lining: 100% polyester
	Outsole: 9.5mm LemsRubber™ (air-injection rubber)
	Insole: 3.5mm removable moisture wicking PU insole
	Stack Height: 11.0mm
	Drop: 0.0mm (Zero-Drop)
	Weight: 9.8oz (Men's 10)
	Vegan: No
	
Care & Treatment: Otter Wax Suede Kit or Nikwax Suede Spray






For additional information please check out our FAQ page!

      
    
  
  
    Features + Technology 
  

  

  
    Detail Video 
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     Men's Chelsea Boot
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                  Size5 
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                      9.5
                      10
                      10.5
                      11
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                      12
                      12.5
                      13
                      14
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                      Add to cart
                    
                  
                
              
            
          

        

      

      
     

   

 









  We recommend ordering your normal US size.

Unsure of your size? We recommend ordering 2+ pairs at a time, as we offer a flat shipping fee of $5.95 & free exchange options for US customers.

This shoe is available in only one width. It is built on our WIDEST Natural-Shape Last. (see image below)



[image: https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0076/8812/6522/files/FitCharts23-WIDEST_480X480]
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        PRIMAL 2 VS. PRIMAL 3 OVERVIEW
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              Balanced Weight Distribution
The increased overall outsole width ensures that your body weight is spread out more evenly, reducing the pressure points on your feet. This even weight distribution enhances comfort during various activities. For those with lower arches and flat feet, you will find that this is a big improvement. But for those with high arches, you may feel very little, to no difference. 
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              Enhanced Outsole
The Primal 3 is made with our Widest Fit Last, just like the Primal 2. The difference is that we developed a new outsole on the Primal 3 with a wider footprint for more ground contact underneath the foot.
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              Higher Sidewalls
When examining the Lems Primal 3 from a lateral view, you may notice a visual difference — the sidewalls now wrap up higher on the sides. This is a deliberate design choice aimed at improving both fit and lateral stability. The higher side walls provide a snugger fit around the contours of your feet, cradling them comfortably.
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              Zero-Drop Platform
Just like the Primal 2, the Primal 3 is built on a zero-drop platform which keeps your heel and toes level, mimicking your natural barefoot position on a flat surface.


                
                     

              

              
            

          


    
          LEARN MORE
        

  











  
    
  









  
  
    
      
        PRIMAL 2 VS. PRIMAL 3 OVERVIEW
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              Balanced Weight Distribution
The increased overall outsole width ensures that your body weight is spread out more evenly, reducing the pressure points on your feet. This even weight distribution enhances comfort during various activities. For those with lower arches and flat feet, you will find that this is a big improvement. But for those with high arches, you may feel very little, to no difference. 
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              Zero-Drop Platform
Just like the Primal 2, the Primal 3 is built on a zero-drop platform which keeps your heel and toes level, mimicking your natural barefoot position on a flat surface.
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                      ZERO-DROP
Places the forefoot and heel flat to the ground correcting posture, aligning your spine, and encouraging mid-foot strike.
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                      WIDE TOE BOX
Unlike traditional footwear that squeeze the toes together, our foot-shaped toe box allows for maximum room giving the toes ultimate freedom to wiggle and spread.
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                      ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT
Our proprietary IBR outsole is what makes Lems incredibly lightweight and flexible - giving your foot the sense of weightlessness.
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                      PULL ON AND GO!
This boot makes it incredibly easy to slide into a go, thanks to its elastic upper components and multiple pull tabs.


                    
                    
                  

                

  
              
          

        

  	
    
      
    
      
    
  


  






 


  
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
  


  






 


  
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
      
    
  


  






 







  
  
  
    
      
        

      

      
        
          
            
                
            
            
              
              
              
              
            
          
          
        

      

    

  

  
    
    
  













  
    
      
        



   4.9 

Rated 4.9 out of 5 stars

 Based on 74 reviews 


 5 Rated  out of 5 stars



 69 
 Total 5 star reviews: 69  4 Rated  out of 5 stars



 4 
 Total 4 star reviews: 4  3 Rated  out of 5 stars



 1 
 Total 3 star reviews: 1  2 Rated  out of 5 stars



 0 
 Total 2 star reviews: 0  1 Rated  out of 5 stars



 0 
 Total 1 star reviews: 0 



99%would recommend this product

SizingRated -0.1 on a scale of minus 2 to 2




 Fits too Small  Fits Just Right  Fits too Large 



WidthRated 0.0 on a scale of minus 2 to 2




 Feels too Narrow  Feels Just Right  Feels too Wide 
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 Filters 
 Write a Review (Opens in a new window)

 74 reviews 
 Sort Most Recent
Oldest
Most Helpful
Photos & Videos
Highest Rating
Lowest Rating
Least Helpful





	


Rated 5 out of 5 stars

13 hours ago

Top daily Wear Boot
These are my first Lems and I'm in!   I have had these boots for exactly a month and they are my daily wears.  On thick sock days I pop out the insole.   The insoles go back in on warmer days with thin socks.  The comfort level stays the same and I could not be happier.  My feet don't overheat or get cold.  Now I have my eye on the Chillums!  Thank you for making such a great product for my feet.  They could not be happier.  

Read More


 Darren P. 
 Verified Buyer 



Was this helpful?Yes, this review was helpful. 0 people voted yesNo, this review was not helpful 0 people voted no





	


Rated 5 out of 5 stars

6 days ago

Chelsea
Perfect

Read More


 Travis B. 
 Verified Buyer 



Was this helpful?Yes, this review was helpful. 0 people voted yesNo, this review was not helpful 0 people voted no





	


Rated 5 out of 5 stars

1 week ago

Has stopped surprising me 
Not sure I could have asked for a better boot. Bought my boots about 18 months or so ago and they haven't stopped surprising me. I have roughly 6 pair of minimalist shoes total, but I normally only wear three pair  two pair being Lems (the other is the 9-5) and a pair from a different brand that are my "house' slippers.  My wife and I just recently took a 18 day trip to Portugal and tangier in hope of being in Portugal to witness some of the Big waves Nazare is known for, unfortunately rain was what we ended up with.  Now because I like to only travel with a 25L bag and I must fit a camera and 18 days worth of gear I only took my Lems Chelsea and my house slippers. I would have never bought the Chelsea boots as a hiking boot but much to my surprise to took the mud and wet red clay like a champ. We averaged about 12-14 miles a day hiking around the beach and hills next to the Farol.  Only one time did I ever have an issue feeling unstable and that was on a beer covered marble floor in a restaurant. Getting ready to purchase two more pair so I have them for a few years to come. 

Read More
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 + 3 more 
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 Stephen D. 
 Verified Reviewer 



Was this helpful?Yes, this review was helpful. 1 person voted yesNo, this review was not helpful 0 people voted no
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    Lems Tri-Blend Logo Tee
    
      
          
              [image: Heather Grey][image: Heather Grey]

            


          
        Quick Shop
      

    

    
      
        

          
              
                Lems Tri-Blend Logo Tee
              
              1 Color
          


          
            

  
      Regular price
      
        $25
      
    

    
        Regular price
        
          
            
              
            
          
        Sale price
      
        $25
      
    

    
      Unit price
      
        
        /
         per 
        
        
      
    
  



          



        
        
          

	 5.0 


Rated 5.0 out of 5 stars

5 Reviews





        


        
        

    





  
  
    
      
      Lems Tri-Blend Logo Tee

      
        
[image: Heather Grey]
        
      

      
        
          Translation missing: en.products.product.regular_price
          
          
            
            Sale
          
        
      

      
      
      
         
          
          
          
          
                  
                    Color

                        
                        
                          
                            
                            
                        
                        Heather Grey
                      


                

                  
                    Size

                      
                        Small
                      
                      
                        Medium
                      
                      
                        Large
                      
                      
                        X-Large
                      
                      
                        XX-Large
                      

                

              
                
                  
                   
                      
                        Add to cart
                      
                    
                  
                
              
              
              View Product
            

          

        

        
        
      

    

  



                

              
                
                  




  
    Correct Toes In-Shoe Toe Spacers
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        Quick Shop
      

    

    
      
        

          
              
                Correct Toes In-Shoe Toe Spacers
              
              1 Color
          


          
            

  
      Regular price
      
        $65
      
    

    
        Regular price
        
          
            
              
            
          
        Sale price
      
        $65
      
    

    
      Unit price
      
        
        /
         per 
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Rated 4.7 out of 5 stars

107 Reviews





        


        
        

    





  
  
    
      
      Correct Toes In-Shoe Toe Spacers
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          Translation missing: en.products.product.regular_price
          
          
            
            Sale
          
        
      

      
      
      
         
          
          
          
          
                  
                    Size

                      
                        X-Small
                      
                      
                        Small
                      
                      
                        Medium
                      
                      
                        Large
                      

                

              
                
                  
                   
                      
                        Add to cart
                      
                    
                  
                
              
              
              View Product
            

          

        

        
        
      

    

  



                

              
                
                  




  
    4.5mm Cork Insole with Recycled PU
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        Quick Shop
      

    

    
      
        

          
              
                4.5mm Cork Insole with Recycled PU
              
              1 Color
          


          
            

  
      Regular price
      
        $6
      
    

    
        Regular price
        
          
            
              
            
          
        Sale price
      
        $6
      
    

    
      Unit price
      
        
        /
         per 
        
        
      
    
  



          



        
        
          

	 4.8 


Rated 4.8 out of 5 stars

18 Reviews





        


        
        

    





  
  
    
      
      4.5mm Cork Insole with Recycled PU
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          Translation missing: en.products.product.regular_price
          
          
            
            Sale
          
        
      

      
      
      
         
          
          
          
          
                  
                    Size

                      
                        5M / 6.5 W
                      
                      
                        5.5M / 7W
                      
                      
                        6M / 7.5W
                      
                      
                        6.5M / 8W
                      
                      
                        7M / 8.5W
                      
                      
                        7.5M / 9W
                      
                      
                        8M / 9.5W
                      
                      
                        8.5M / 10W
                      
                      
                        9M / 10.5W
                      
                      
                        9.5M / 11W
                      
                      
                        10M / 11.5
                      
                      
                        10.5M / 12W
                      
                      
                        11M / 12.5W
                      
                      
                        11.5M / 13W
                      
                      
                        12M / 13.5W
                      
                      
                        12.5M / 14W
                      
                      
                        13M / 14.5W
                      
                      
                        14M / 15.5W
                      
                      
                        15M / 16.5W
                      

                

              
                
                  
                   
                      
                        Add to cart
                      
                    
                  
                
              
              
              View Product
            

          

        

        
        
      

    

  



                

              
                
                  




  
    Men's Chelsea Boot Waterproof
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        Quick Shop
      

    

    
      
        

          
              
                Men's Chelsea Boot Waterproof
              
              2 Colors
          


          
            

  
      Regular price
      
        $175
      
    

    
        Regular price
        
          
            
              
            
          
        Sale price
      
        $175
      
    

    
      Unit price
      
        
        /
         per 
        
        
      
    
  



          



        
        
          

	 4.7 


Rated 4.7 out of 5 stars

529 Reviews





        


        
        

    





  
  
    
      
      Men's Chelsea Boot Waterproof
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          Translation missing: en.products.product.regular_price
          
          
            
            Sale
          
        
      

      
      
      
         
          
          
          
          
                  
                    Color

                        
                        
                          
                            
                            
                        
                        Espresso
                      

                        
                        
                          
                        
                          
                        
                          
                        
                          
                        
                          
                        
                          
                        
                          
                        
                          
                        
                          
                        
                          
                        
                          
                        
                          
                        
                          
                        
                          
                        
                          
                        
                          
                        
                          
                        
                          
                        
                          
                        
                          
                        
                          
                            
                            
                        
                        Obsidian
                      


                

                  
                    Size

                      
                        4.5
                      
                      
                        5
                      
                      
                        5.5
                      
                      
                        6
                      
                      
                        6.5
                      
                      
                        7
                      
                      
                        7.5
                      
                      
                        8
                      
                      
                        8.5
                      
                      
                        9
                      
                      
                        9.5
                      
                      
                        10
                      
                      
                        10.5
                      
                      
                        11
                      
                      
                        11.5
                      
                      
                        12
                      
                      
                        12.5
                      
                      
                        13
                      
                      
                        14
                      
                      
                        15
                      

                

              
                
                  
                   
                      
                        Add to cart
                      
                    
                  
                
              
              
              View Product
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      © 2024, Lems Shoes
      Built on Inferno Framework by Wick Creative
    


  
















    	Choosing a selection results in a full page refresh.
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